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Abstract

Existing global FT records, derived from the Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP), the Advanced Scanning Microwave Radiome-

ter (AMSR), and the Special Sensor Microwave Imager (SSM/I) produce relatively course spatial resolution (25-36km) binary

FT classifications. These classifications can vary widely depending on the microwave bands used, topography, and land cover,

leading to a somewhat ambiguous definition of ‘frozen’ and ‘thawed’ states. In this study, we assess the relationship between

satellite observation derived FT products over North America compared to modeled near-surface temperatures and land surface

temperature (LST) from the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite system (GOES). Utilizing the higher spatial

resolution of these products (˜4.5km), sub-grid scale variability and its relationship to courser microwave FT classifications

was assessed. Through an analysis of spatial variability and uncertainty across North America, five focus study pixels each

representing unique FT profiles were examined. These included pixels in: (1) Southern Plains (36, -97), (2) Tundra (61, -76),

(3) Northern Forest (47, -74), (4) Northern Plains (52, -103), and Mountainous (38.9, -107.9). The model ensemble adequately

captured near surface temperatures as they relate to FT classifications in Tundra, the Northern Plains, and Northern Forest

regions. On average, 85.3% to 99.6% of sub-grid cells were below freezing when FT products classified the associated pixels as

frozen. GOES - LST observations were shown to have the highest proportion of sub-grid cells below freezing on average, when

classified as frozen by FT products (97.3% - 100%) across the same 3 focus locations. However, we also find that fractional

FT products utilizing higher resolution data inputs, such as LST, would provide a considerable improvement in mountainous

regions with high inter-grid cell heterogeneity, in regions characterized by ephemeral FT events (Southern Plains), as well as

during freeze and thaw onset periods. These locations showed a significant reduction in the average temperature product frozen

proportion associated with frozen classifications (as low as 5.8%). This study provides insight to improving representation of

FT state and providing a clearer meaning of what constitutes a ‘frozen’ classification.
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PROJECT MOTIVATION

Why is it important to measure the Earth's freeze/thaw state?

 

Impacts to the global hydrologic cycle

 

Caps plant growth and biogeochemical cycles

 

Agricultural implications

 

Impacts energy exchanges between the land surface and atmosphere

 

Direct indicator of a changing climate 

 

 

Why examine sub-pixel temperature?

Binary classifications and the coarse resolution (>625 km per pixel) of satellite derived freeze/thaw products limit the
representation of surface conditions

 

Little is known about what parts of the surface dominate the observed microwave (MW) signal in terms of observed
freeze/thaw transitions

 

Sub-pixel temperatures using higher resolution products, provide a window into the smaller-scale processes that are
driving MW-based frozen classifications

 

We want to identify what characteristics (e.g. vegetation, snow, soil or skin temperatures) are dominating the signal

 

What does a 'frozen' classification really mean

 

 

VISUALIZING CLASSIFICATION DIFFERENCES
Inherently, different microwave remote sensing bands respond to changes in different parts of the land surface. The following
animation illustrates the resulting differences due to these effects in the total number of frozen classifications over a single winter
season (2015-2016)

SMAP (top) and FT-ESDR SSMIS (bottom)

Observable differences in classifications are most prominent over the central and western United States (e.g., Montana, the
Dakotas) as SMAP has considerably fewer frozen classifications in these regions

FROZEN STATE CLASSIFICATION UNCERTAINTY
We investigated how products compared across North America in terms of agreement in frozen classifications. We find that
while products tend to agree on frozen conditions in northerly regions, agreement is poor (<25%) across much of the continental
U.S. and in mountainous regions. This indicates high uncertainty and considerably different definitions of frozen conditions
between existing satellite-derived FT classifications

 

In order to investigate the factors driving these differences we performed a timeseries analysis of pixel specific temperatures and
FT states. The analysis locations indicated (in above figure) were selected due to a wide range of vegetation, climate, and
topographic profiles

The sub-pixel land surface characteristics and temperatures governing observed FT transitions are shown to vary depending on
location. While clear FT transitions are captured at the surface and soil in the Tundra, temperate regions are shown to transition
to 'frozen' in existing products when only a small propostion of the sub-pixel observed and modeled temperatures are below
freezing (see timeseries figures)

WHAT DID WE LEARN?

Overall, the meaning of a 'frozen' classification is not well defined

FZp/THWp indicate the proportion of sub-pixel temperatures below freezing when deemed frozen/thawed by MW
products

 

These definitions are regionally dependent, as the proportional area modeled/observed to be below
freezing (within the larger FT pixels) in order to result in frozen classifications varies widely depending on
climate, topography, and vegetation

 

In dry, mountainous, and more temperate regions, FT classifications are especially uncertain

 

Frozen classifications are most consistent with sub-pixel skin temperatures, not soil

 

Snow cover and wet snow have a considerable impact on FT states and the observed MW response of
different bands

 

 

PROJECT DATA AND ANALYSIS METHODS
In order to meet the project objectives of asessing sub-FT pixel scale temperature processes, we utilized a number of different
data inputs including both models and observations. This study was performed over the area of physical (North America) and
temporal overlap (2015 - 2017) between the following datasets:

Freeze/thaw (FT) Products
In this study, we consider 3 satellite-based FT products. All products were derived from microwave radiometer observations via
the Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP, L-band, Dunbar et al. 2018), Special Sensor Microwave Imager Sounder (SSMIS, Ka-
band), and the Advanced Scanning Microwave Imager 2 (AMSR2, Ka-band). The latter two are derived as part of the FT Earth
System Data Record (FT-ESDR, Kim et al. 2018). All products derive binary FT states from changes in the observed microwave
emissions which are dependent on surface water content and state. These products are developed at relatively coarse 36km
(SMAP) and 25km (FT-ESDR) resolutions.

The Snow Ensemble Uncertainty Project (SEUP)
The NASA SEUP project is an effort to examine and understand the existing gaps in our modeling of global snowpacks (R. S.
Kim et al. 2020). This is being done through the use of several land surface models (Noah 2.7.1, Noah MP, JULES, and
CLSMFv2.5) forced by operational input forcings (MERRA2, GDAS, and ECMWF). The output of this 12-member model
ensemble consists of a wide range of variables. These include snow depths, snow water content, air, soil, and surface skin
temperatures among others. The 5km outputs from this project were produced from 2008 - 2017. We use the outputs from these
simulations to inform a reasonable range of temperature states in our comparison to observed FT states.

 

Land Surface Temperature Observations
To supplement the model realizations, we also use land surface temperature (LST) retrievals derived by the Copernicus Global
Land Service from GOES-East observations (Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite). LST data was available
at ~5km resolution using GOES thermal band observations at an hourly increments (Freitas et al. 2013).

 

Other Data Sets
Climate classifications from Beck et al. 2018 were examined against temperature and FT states

MODIS derived land cover is also used to quantify the impacts of vegetative cover on classifications

We also use the ASTER global digital elevation model to examine the relationship between FT classifications and sub-FT pixel
topographic variability

 
Comparison Methods
We examine temperature distributions relative to the freezing point within sub-pixels (~5km) that are contained within the larger
FT pixel footprints (36km, 25km). Identifying the average proportion of cells below freezing when deemed both frozen and
thawed. These values are computed spatially through the entire period, as well as at specific focus study pixels. Values are also
separated depending on climate, land cover, and topographic variability using the aforementioned data sets.

Average proportion of sub-pixel temperature cells below freezing, when classified as frozen

 

MOVING FORWARD
This research has identified a need for improved characterization of freezing and thawing processes. Therefor, work towards
new methodologies is ongoing to better capture and classify these processes. Some new methods being employed include:

1) Leveraging machine learning techniques
Classification methods like decision trees, neural networks, and support vector machines will be useful in identifying multiple
classification types beyond binary states (e.g., frozen soil and skin, frost, snow, thawed surface/frozen soil etc.)

 

2) Varying classification techniques regionally to ensure consistent frozen state definitions

This can be aceived by using current change detection and thresholding approaches in northern regions, while leveraging LST
and other land surface variables in mountainous and southerly regions could allow fractional frozen classificaitons and help
to avoid false freeze classifications

 

3) Data Fusion

These results suggest that the combination of MW bands, the use of land surface temperature, as well as the integration of other
land surface variables (i.e., topography, land cover) will enable multiple FT classifications (think distinguishing a frost event
from a mid-winter hard freeze in the tundra) 
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ABSTRACT
Freeze-thaw (FT) processes at the Earth’s surface can have a considerable effect on carbon, energy, and hydrologic cycles at a
global scale. Therefor an accurate representation of FT is valuable to adequately monitor, understand, and model these processes.
Current methods to monitor FT cycles primarily rely on microwave brightness temperature observations via satellites. Existing
global FT records, derived from the Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP), the Advanced Scanning Microwave Radiometer 2
(AMSR2), and the Special Sensor Microwave Imager (SSM/I) produce relatively course spatial resolution (25-36km) binary FT
classifications. In this study, we assess the relationship between satellite-based FT products over North America compared to
modeled surface radiative temperature and top-layer soil temperatures (0-10 cm). Additionally, hourly land surface temperature
(LST) from the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite system (GOES) are also compared to FT classifications.
Utilizing the higher spatial resolution of these products (~5km), sub-grid scale variability and its relationship to courser
microwave FT classifications is assessed. FT classifications are matched to model outputs and GOES observations by
quantifying the proportion of sub-grid cells below freezing within larger FT product pixels. We examine product agreement and
the relationship of observed FT state to sub-pixel temperatures to land cover, climate, and topography. Classifications are shown
to vary widely depending on these variables, leading to a somewhat ambiguous definition of frozen and thawed states.
Additionally, through the analysis of spatial variability and FT uncertainty across North America we compare five focus study
pixels – each representing a unique FT profile. The results suggest that current products are able to characterize FT transitions
accurately and with a consistent sub-freezing surface characteristic in northerly regions. However, uncertainty associated with FT
classifications is shown to increase as latitude decreases. Our results also suggest that fractional FT products, utilizing higher
resolution data inputs such as LST, would provide a considerable improvement in mountainous regions with high inter-grid cell
heterogeneity, in regions characterized by ephemeral FT events (i.e. regions < 40 °N), as well as during freeze and thaw onset
periods. This study provides insight to improving representation of surface FT state by providing a clearer definition of the sub-
pixel scale temperature characteristics that govern frozen classifications across different regions.
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